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DADS GATHER SATURDAY 
Mus keteer.s Tangle With Detroit Titans 
Gus Dorais Brings One 
Of The Naation's Out• 
standing Teams Here 
For Contest. 
X. U. Student Council 




Father And Son Ban· 
quet at Cincinnati Club 
Immetliately Following 
Game With Detroit. 
SATURDAY .AT 2 :.30 Answering several protests of which can be earned by mem- . RECORD ASSEMBLY 
Plans Made To Brmg IS PROPHESIED 
Xavier Primed For Mo· 
tor City Eleven; Victo· 
ry Would Place Crowe-
men In Limelight. 
DETBOIT, iNovember 11, 
(.JCNA): Ed Palumbo, D.e-
troit's all-Amerfean backfield 
candidate, is not out of the 
lfne-up as was nunored early 
this week In ClnelnnaU. Pa· 
lumbo was injured last satur-
daJ aralnst Buclm'ell, but the 
iDJUl'J 1s not expected to keep 
llhn on the beneh in the Xa-
vier pme unless it reeurs in 
the elosln&' days of praetiee. 
the Sword and Plume, graduate bership in the various clubs. 
honorary fraternity, that require- Either action, he stated, would 
ments necessary for membership be an improvement upon the lax 
in· the organization be more rig- system of checking now used in 
idly supervised, the Student determining whether or not a 
Council moved unanimously to student has earned the requisite 
undertake a complete check on twenty-five points. 
Noted Orchestra Here; 
Date Of Prom, Febru· 
ary 5th. 
the membership and activities of ·Speaking for the Council, Albert A. Stephan, a junior in 
all campus organizations. ,... Charles McEvoy, Junior repre- the College of Liberal Arts, was 
F'estivities ,To Begin At 
One O'Clock In Biolo· 
gy Building With Re· 
ception And Smoker •. Mr. John Brockman, speaking sentative, claimed that the fault named chairman of the Junior 
for the graduate group at a originated neither in the manner Prom Cr.immittee this morning by 
meeting of the Council held Sun- of awarding points, nor in the Paul M._Kel- Aeceptances for the Dads Day 
day afternoon at the Cricket, fact that so~e orgariizations ly, president celebration being received by J. 
voiced the fraternity's belief that award more pomts th~n Sword ?f the Jun- J. Schmidt, chairman, this week, 
in the past honor points gained and Plume representatives hold 1or Cla~s. indicate that a record crowd will 
toward Sw~rd and Plume mem- the membership is worth. After ~e will be be on hand Saturday for the fes-
bership by activities in the vari- a. lengthy discus~ion ?n both assisted by tivities that begin at 1 o'clock 
ous campus ,clubs, have been s~~es of the questi~n, his propo- Kelly, ~n and continue on through the 
awarded in some cases merely s1t10n that a more rigorous super- ex .- offic10 early evening. 
because the student atte~ded one vision of membership in all the member. of . . 
or two meetings during the organizations, was moved upon the commit- It is the third annual Dads Day 
·course of the year. unanimously. by the Council as tee, John E. on the ca~pus. Several wi;eks 
the only satisfactory remedy for Fogarty H of preparation have gone mto 
Pointing out that it was pos- . . Frederi~ Ne: the program. which.is .believed-tcr· 
BY BOB CUMMINS sible for a student to win honor such· a situation. -· be! Robert be the finest in the series. On 
. . ·(Sports Editor) points in enough organizations Beginning t~is -:veek, members ' · · dd' · t M 
It's Dads' Day Saturday at Xa- to meri't sword and Plume mem- of the Council will work out a · F Meyer the committee m a ition ° r. Charles L'. Schmidt are ~r. J. T. Clear, E. 
vier. Students and the proud bership without ever taking an system of checking active mem- Alb.ert A. Stephan McEvoy. G. Harpei-, Nicholas J. Janson, 
papas of Xavier hop,efuls are,,ex- active part in University func- hers. with the Moderato~ ~nd The committee was formally John H. ~onahan, and J.B. Moor-
pected to turn. out en masse . to tions, Brockman proposed either President of every organization approved by the Social Commit- man, president of the Dads Club. 
see the M~sk1es do ~attl~ with a raising of the number of points 0~ ~he campus, wheri;by s,tudents tee and the date of February 5 The celebration opens at one 
the rampagmg Detroi~ Titans- requisite for Sword and Plume, eligible for honor pomts m each was selected. Plans to bring a o'clock with a smoker and re-
that passing team from Michigan. or cutting down on the points (Continued on Page 8) nati'onally f·amous orchestra to ce.ption for d. ad.s and sons in the 
The elders are fortunate in hav- ----------'·-----------------ing ·this particular day dedicated Cincinnati are now being made. Biology Buildmg on the east 
to them as the game looks like a New Members Meet p f Stephan is one of the most ac· campus. Guests will register 
natural, the rejuvenated Blue r 0 e S S 0 r tive students on the campus. He here and obtain their tickets ~or 
against the rollicking Red·. TJ:ie In Philop Debate is a member of the Student the football game and the dm-
Titans have compiled an impres- T 0 A d d r e s s Council, the Masque Society, the ner that is to follow. 
sive record of five wins and two Monday Afternoon Dante Club, the Sodality and the In The Stadium 
losses ··this season, and have one B I I Debate Team. He is also secre· 
of the most effective aerial games Raymond J. Wilson and Fred 0 0 ~ 0 Ver S tary of the Philopedian Society, 
in the country. They number Konersman will meet Harry Ih- and one of the managing editors 
They will then proceed in a 
body to the stadium which the 
50-yard line section on the Xa-
vier side of stands will be reserv-
ed for them. ,Immediately be· 
fore the game the R. 0. T. C. ca• 
dets will give their first public 
demonstration in honor of the' 
Dads. 
among their victims, "Little Da- lendotf and another member yet --- ·of The Xaverian News. 
vid" Duquesne, Manhattan Col- to be named will debate Monday F Nebel and McEvoy are also 
lege and Bucknell. afternoon at the meeting of the "What To Expect rom members of the Student Council. 
On the other hand the Muskies, Poland Philopedian Society to be Romeo And Juliet" To McEvoy was a member of the 
plagued temporarily with palsied held in Room 10 of the Library Freshman-Sophomore Hop com-
fingers, roared out of their slump Building. Be Delivered Wednes• mittee as a freshman. 
Saturday and looked like the The question to be debated is d Of N W k 
highly touted Xavier club of "Resolved that the popular vote ay ext ee • 
early fall. The ground game su·pplant the elecoral vote in 
The Xavier band and the Uni-wm. Reilly versity of Detroit band will join in the salute to the Dads. The 
functioned smoothly and the electing the president of the "What to Expect from Romeo 
passing game finally became an United States." and Juliet," is the title of the lec-
~ttack and figured prominently The debaters are all freshmen ture to be given next Wednesday 
in at l~ast three of the touch- and are expected to draw much afternoon at 12: 15 p. 1:1·• • before 
down march~s. material from the recent presi- the . Bookl?ver~ Associatic.m of 
The Detroit . team, coached by dential election. Xavier University by n:ev. Paul 
d dads whose sons are members of S e I e c t e the football squad will sit on the players bench and wear numbers 
BY Ta Vern corresponding to their sons' jer-sey numbers. 
. Following the game the annual 
Dad and Son Banquet will be 
held at the Cincinnati Club, 8th 
and Race Sts. 
foxy Gus·DoralS-after two stun- .1 f . ht J. Sweeney, S. J., associate pro-ning reverses, one by Auburn '.l'he speeche~ wi 1. be .0 e~~ fessor of English at Xavier and William J. Reilly, sophomore 
and one 1by Villanova, rallied mmutes · dur:ition m piesen mg moderator of the Booklovers As- in the College of Liberal Arts 
courageously and: taking to the the constructi~e c~se and of four sociation. was elected to the Mermaid'Tav-
air have brushed aside opposition minutes duration. m th. e rebuttal. Father Sweeney, an authority ern, Xavier's literary organiza- Headlining the speakers at the b d d b banquet will be the Rev. Presi-in astounding fashion. The debate will e JU ge. Y a on Shakespeare, visited the Fol- tion, last. night. He wi.11 be in- dent Dennis F. Burns, s. J. Oth-
(Continued on Page 6) student-member of the society. ger .. Shakespearean Library in ducted either at a special meet- er speakers will be Rev. Joseph 
-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ Washington last summer where ing next week, or at the regular A. Luther, s. J., Dean of Men at 
r. Spanish Club he collected some interesting meeting the week after. the University of Detroit; J. B. 
facts about Shakespeare and his Reilly is a graduate of St. Xa- Moorman, president of the Dads 
.•.•• The 
WE E.K 
Will Discuss plays. vier High School. He is treasurer Club; Joseph R. Kruse, president 
l One of the highlights of the of the Senior Sodality, the. only on the'. Student Council; Coach Spain's Revo t business meeting which will pr~- sophomore to hold an office m the Charles E. "Gus" Dorais of De-
--- , cede Father Sweeney's talk w1!l group. . . troit, and Coach Clem Crowe of At Xavier • • • Members of the newly organ- be the presentation of a Consh- Taverners d1sc~ssed the 1m- Xavier. loi;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;o;;;;;o;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ ized s anish Club will convene tution which. has been. amended provements on their new quarte~s -------
P,IDAY: .'"BEAT DETROIT" 
Pep Rally Conducted by the 
Student. Council ••• Satullday: 
"Dads. Day." Football game: Xa-
vier vs. University ·.of Detroit in 
grid .classic ·at ·Xavier Stadium. 
Banquet· for dads· and · sons at 
Cincinnati· Club._ •• ~ M<mday: 
Philopedlan, meeting and. debate. 
..• Wednesday: Meeting of the 
Xavier Booklovers ·Association. 
Examinations begin on the cam-pua. . 
Frida p to discuss the probable by,' ia committee appomte~ last and ma~e further plans f.or their PRESIDENT THERE 
t y, d ftermath of the month Refreshments will be renovat10ns, at the meetmg last ~~ co~!e~~ Ci~l war in Spain. served. after the meeting. night. . _ S 
Ae cpcordin to President Robert A huge turnout is expected at The n.e~t regular n:ieetmg on Rev. Dennis F. Burns, . J., 
C . fh · b'l"ty to find a the meeting at which plans for Thanksg1vmg. Eve will be an president of Xavier University, l!mta~m~"me ea~~a p~~ce for meet- the future activities of the or- alumn.i meetmg. Tavi;rners are was one of the dignitaries in the ~UI he 1d 1 ed the organizing ganizations will be made. undecided whether to mduct t?e sanctuary of St. Francis De Sales mgs as e ay h diffi- Father Sweeney's lecture car- new patron then or at a special Church recently when the mar-
of 1tt!1e Chlub. b~~:~~e:~c~~e and ries a special interest because the meeting during th~ coming w~ek. riage took place of Mr. William 
cu ies ave said movie version of Romeo and The Intercollegiate English Foy Herschede and Miss Mary 
plaMns aBre ~l~d~ :,aylshe working Juliet will be released in Cincin- Contest also was discussed at the Elizabeth Williams, daughter of 
r. Monti a ~ A t degree at nati before the Christmas holi- meeting. All members intend to Sir Charles F. Williams, Xavier 
for a as er o r s d · participate. Alumnus. 
the Clifton school. ays. 
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INTEREST IN CONTEST SAID TO BE AT LOW EBB 
A DESlRE that more students should participate in the In- L •b 
tercollegiate Eng 1 is h Contest, l rary 
now in progress was expressed . 
by the English department this Vor 
week. The number who have .l"' ~ 
Is Exploited 
Ancient Works 
made known their intention of 
competing thus far, it is said, is 
below expectation of the faculty. 
Students were told there is still 
sufficient time to prepare essays 
before the December deadline. 
That more students who have 
chosen English as their major 
take an interest in the contest is 
the wish of the department. 
Rare Manuscripts And 
Books Dating Back To 
Middle Ages Uncover· 
ed Here. 
emperor conferred upon him the 
title of Mandarin. Some of the 
instruments designed by Father 
Verbiest are still to be seen in 
China. 
"The Bandwagon" 
Passes· By In 
Critical Review 
Colleges and universities in 
the Chicago and Missouri pro-
vinces are. rated on the basis of 
results of the Latin and English 
contests. Those schools whose 
papers place among the first ten 
are a warded points, ten for first 
place to one for tenth place. Xa-
vier University has for many 
years stood high in these ratings, 
despite the fact that the Univer-
sity has a smaller enrollment 
than some other schools in the 
BY ROBERT F. GRONEMAN 
Museum pieces, relics, antiques, 
old books are ahvays interesting. 
Perhaps it is because of the aura 
of mystery which usually sur-
rounds such objects, perhaps it is 
because they help us io visualize 
places, persons, and things long 
buried in the past that is so. It 
was with much interest, there-
fore, that I examined the old 
books and manuscripts contained 
in the Xavier University Library 
collection. 
provinces. f I To the individual students The manuscript o t 1e sermons 
placing in the contest there is al- of St. Crysostom, written in Italy 
so granted an award. Among in the 14th century is one of the 
those whose papers obtain the most interesting and most valµ-
able books contained in the Li-
first five places in the contest, one brary collection. The huge vol-
hundred dollars is awarded. 
To the student of Xavier whose ume, written on vellum, which is 
paper places highest among the the prepared skin of a calf or 
lirst ten, a gold medal founded goat, and bound by heavy boards 
by the Xavier University Alum- laced together with leather 
nae Association is awarded. In thongs was presented to Xavier 
addition, the. student of Xavier University in 1887 by St. Igna-
whose paper places among the tius College, Chicago. The man-
first ten is automatically eligible uscript was found in an old Eng-
to the Pro Ala Matre honorary lish monastery and contains an 
fraternity, provided he has no interesting poem written in hon-
failures or conditions at the time. or of Mary Tudor and dated 1553. 
The subject for the contest this The poem written in English, 
year, secularism, was considered was evidently composed with 
by authorities very appropriate most of the references to Mary 
for present-day students. The in the third person, however, it 
purpose of the contest is not has been revised by the same 
merely to determine the best 16th century hand with inter-
writer of essays in the two pro- linear insertions putting the ref-
vinces, but to arouse university erences in the second person. The 
students, graduates in particular, piece is thought to be a poem of 
to an evil they will find confront- thanksgiving written because a 
ing them on every side. plot to assassinate Mary had been 
Secularism, it is said, per- forestalled. 
Periodical Ex1>resses 
Views On Current So· 
cial And Political 
Questions. 
Bl' RAYMOND J. KEMBLE JN THIS WEEK'S ISSUE of a 
periodical that treats of polit-
ical and social questions with a 
definite leftist leaning there ap-
pears a feature entitled, "The 
Bandwagon." To it readers con-
tribute publishable quotations 
bearing on social and political 
news. For these they are paid. 
One that appears this week 
quotes the Roman Catholic Arch-
bishop of Westminister as saying, 
"If Fascism perishes, God's ·cause 
perishes." No more ~s given. 
Readers are given this single 
statement and left to draw their 
own conclusions. 
This is a very good example of 
how you may misquote a man by 
quoting him verbatim. This state-
ment is torn from its context, and 1 
thus given the reader with no 
word of explanation. Most of 
those who read it will be inclined 
to think the prelate was giving 
a sermon advocating Fascism. 
The quoted sentence certainly 
gives this impression. 
What He Meant meates the life of the world to- Geography 
day. Even Catholics are not im- Not knowing the context we 
mune from its effects. But it is The Cosmographia Universalis, cannot dete·r.mine absolutely to 
so commonplace, so intimately by Sebastian Munster was one of what the Archbishop meant his 
connected with the lives and ac- the world's first popular geogra- words to apply. But being or-
tivities of all men that it is, au- phies. Written in 1550, it con- dinarily wide awake rational 
thorities .say, difficult to segre- tains many curious maps reveal- creatures we can very easily 
gate. The contest is designed to ing the ideas of the people of make a deduction. There is one 
call the attention of the student that period concerning the rela- country in the world today in 
to the presence··of this force even tiv·e positions of the continents. which Fascism is God's cause. It 
in his own life, and to arouse him A map representing the New is the militant opponents of Com-
to action in the struggle against World pictures India in the Pa- munism, and as such, not be-
it. cific Ocean just off the coast of cause of its Fascist philosophy it 
The study of the subject, of the what is now the State of Wash- deserves this appellation. 
origins and results of secularism, ington. Queer illustrations are Catholics would interpret his 
of the remedies against it pro- found throughout the book. Tlie remarks in this light, as would 
posed by the popes and others, people of Africa ~ere supposed also thinking non-Catholics. 
the study of the place of the to have heads hke dogs and Knowing the attitude of the 
Catholic graduate in the counter horses. Torture must have been Catholic Church on political 
movement cannot but have a in vogue at th!s period, fa~ the questions, they would see the 
beneficial effect upon the student, author has a picture of a differ- logical application of the words, I 
it is believed. In this manner it ent method 0~ almost every oth- and have no reason whatsoever 
is hoped one of the objects of the er page. Evidently the author to interpret them as a blanliiet~ 
contest will be accomplished; the ditl not have sufficient illusira- indorsement of Fascism. Here 
student will be aroused to the tions for the entire book, some there would be no misinterpre-
evil and will take his proper of them being employed twice or tation of the fragment. 
place in the combat. more. The same illustration is On the other hand there is the 
Another purpose of the contest used to represent the pygmies of gI'eat mass of those who are 
according to authorities is to de- Africa and the Indians of Amer-· not familiar with the attitude of j 
velop the Catholic viewpoint in ica. the Church on questions politic-
those who are inclined to write A seventeenth century work, al, and whose opinions are form-
and have the talent to do so. By writt.en in Chi:iese, by F_at~er ed by whatever they read in their 
developing a Catholic style in Ferdinand Verbiest, S. J., 1s m· favorite journals. Seeing the re-
the college writers of today, it is teresting bec.aus~ of the story mark quoted, they would natur-
believed that authors of tomor- c?nnected w_1th it. Fat~er Ver- ally regard the Church as the 
row can be developed who will b1est, a nat1v.e of Belgium, en- proponent of Fascism and the op-
be Catholic authors, and not tered the Society of Jes~s, Sept. ponent of democracy. Giving no 
merely "Catholics who write." 12! 1.641. H; went to Chma as a thought of the context from 
This purpose authorities hope to m1ss1oi:ary m 1659, a_nd suffered which the few words were torn, 
accomplish by making tomor- there m the persecution of 1664. they interpret them as given, and 
row's authors conscious of the Four years later . the Empe:or could come only to this conclus-
position of the Catholic on social commanded a pubh<; test which ion. The reaction against the 
questions, and making him see allowed .Father Verb1est to prove Church that follows is obvious. 
his right and duty in propogat- the merits of European Astrono· · . 
ing Catholic principles. my as compared with the ancient Suttermg Classes 
ELECTED 
astronomy o~ China, with the re- And there is bound to be a re-
sult that he was immediately action. In these days the lines 
placed at the head of the Bureau are being drawn clearly between 
Among those successful in the of Mathematics. It was then that Communism and Fascism. The 
know that the Roman Catholic the family and the individual 
Church ·is the greatest and most that it incurs the censure of the 
powerful opponent of Commun- Church. . . 
ism in the world today. What We realize this, and realize 
they do not know is that the that the Church advocates no 
Catholic Church does not con- form of government. So do all 
sider Fascism the only form of others who are at all acquainted 
government that should be al- with the stand of the Church on 
lowed to men. Just such small social questions. Hut there are 
matters as this are bound to in- some who are naturally hostile 
feet some people with the notion to the Church. Such statements 
that the Church desires a dicta- as the one quoted above can but 
torship in this country and every serve to increase this hostility 
country. and make harder ~till the pro-
True, the number affected by gre~s of th~ Catholic pr~gram of 
a single statement in one maga- Social Justice as enunciated by 
zine is small. But there are pos- Pope Leo XIII, and m.ore ~ecent­
sibilities of such small things be- ly by the present pontiff, Pius XI. 
ing multiplied. Remember the 
part such propaganda played in Wins Prize In 
the presidential election of 1928. 
What can be done about it? It 
is the duty of every educated 
Catholic in these days to spread 
the social philosophy of the 
Church. It is the duty of every 
Catholic to propagate these doc-
trines as widely as possible in or-
der to counteract the effects of 
such statements as this. and to 
aid in bringing about' reforms 
that will make Communism and 
Fascism neither necessary nor 
desirable. 
Church Is Fair 
Guessing Contest 
Albert A. Stephan, arts junior, 
won the Undergraduate Mono-
gram Club prize of two tickets to 
the Detroit game, awarded at the 
Homecoming Dance to the read-
er of The Xaverian News who 
guessed the nearest second to the 
time of the first touchdown in the 
Xavier-Wittenberg game. 
Stephan guessed five minutes 
an:d thirty-two seconds. The 
score was made in five minutes 
and thirty-six seconds. 
. Catholics should themselves 
remember and t1~y to convince •;•i~.-1·-0~t41191~~~~..-..-c1 
others of the fact that the Church f · 
is opposed to no just government. I J I' L h B 5 p 
Any government that conforms I u IUS 0 r, . . • 
to the tlictates of right reason ·1 
and natural law has no cause to 
fear the enimi ty of the Catholic 
The favorite barber 
of the Campus 
It is only when the government 3757 Mongomery Road Church. I 
interferes with the natural rights 
of man and places the state above ... - .. ---·-·------+ 
1
'THE 




FOR LIMITED· ENGAGEMENT 
NOW PLAYING 
TED WEEMS 
AND HIS ORCHESTRA 
* 1.25 minimum check 011 week·nlc;rht supper .. 1110111. 
* 2.00 minimum check on Sat. and Holiday Eve 1upper .. utons. · 
LUDcheon. DIJlner. and Supper Danclnq 
local elections were State Sena- he wrote in Chinese, a collection classes that :have suffered under 
tor Lawrence P. Kane. s.tate of works explaining the instru- the present system are being.. H 0 T E L Q I B S 0 N 
Representative Edmund D. Doyle, ments he employed, their object, drawn into the fold of Commun-
a"nd County Treasurer, Joseph and the manner of using them. ism. And they are most violent- F. w. l'ALLANT, Gen. Msr. 
Berning. In recognition of his services the ly opposed to Fascism. They '---------------------------
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Mandate FrQm People 
To Change New Deal 
Oxford and Cambridge. 
you? 
Don't 
What about Lawn Bowling? 
Well, since 1928, when some phi-
lanthropically inclined soul first 
conceived the notion of annually 
awarding trophies both to the 
national champion singles play-
from upsets. It is yachting. But 
maybe the records were tabulat-
ed on a day on which the sea 
was calm. 
With this, we close the record-
book. 
Roosevelt's Landslide Is 
Unparalleled In The 
Annals Of American 
· Elections. 
BY EDWARD J. KENNEDY, JR. 
By this time there ~an scarce-
ly be found anyone who is not 
tired of hearing about the ava-
lanche of· November 3; on the 
other hand there can scarcely be 
found anyone who has tired of 
discussing that same avalanche. 
Swept into the first position of 
the land by the greatest acclaim 
ever accorded an American ·since 
the uncontested selection of 
Washington, Franklin D. Roose-
velt has been chosen "Gabriel 
over the White House" for four 
more years, it might be added, 
for at least four more years. 
Carrying an outstanding num-
ber of Democratic Senators and 
Representatives along with him 
in the grand slam, Roosevelt has 
assured himself of a Congress 
which will cater to his every 
whim. That his House of Repre-
sentatives will be favorable, ov-
erwhelmingly so, for two years at 
any rate, he is certain. · That a 
Democratic Senate will flex to 
his will for the entire term, he 
.may feel confident. 
The prime signi.ficance of this 
election is that the American 
people, without a shadow of dis-
content have approved of the 
man, the measures. As on.e polit-
ical commentator so aptly ex-
pressed it, the alphabetical pa-
rade has been thrown into one 
big boiling cauldron of public 
opinion, and only this emerges: 
"0. K." 
Balanced Budget 
The one peculiar thing which 
will characterize Roosevelt's sec-
ond term, is that a balanced bud-
get, or an attempt at it, will be 
effected. As those of us who 
haunted the easy chairs near the 
radio during the three weeks im-
mediately ·preceding the election 
know, incessant harangues were 
carried on by the opposition par-
ties to the effect that the New 
Deal was showing an utter dis-
regard for the .. budget, for the 
future voters of the United 
States. Now the startling state-
ment comes to us on November 
7, that immediately the New 
Deal will inaugurate an extend-
ed and vigorous campaign for the 
curtailment of government ex-
penditures. If this is an indica-
tion that the present administra-
tion has reached the end of its 
spending, that it has faith that 
gradually private industry will 
deplete the relief rolls, America 
can hope for sound, cautious re-
covery under the initiative of 
market rocketing following Roos-
evelt's vote of stability. 
The last gesture made by the 
Republican party, was engineer-
ed through big business, which 
stuffed millions of pay envelopes 
with small pamphlets warning 
against the dent which the New 
Social Security Act will put into 
the individual pay roll. The Act, 
you may know, calls for 1 % of 
the· pay .check to be set ~side in 
a general fund to provide for old 
age security. This 1 % must be 
matched by an equal amount paid 
by the employer, furthermore, 
the 1 % will. gradually increase-
to 3%%. ' · 
Upon the surface it would ap-
pear that this attempt to stem 
the tide produced no results 
whatsoever. Time may prove 
however, that big business Re-
publicans have tossed a boomer-
ang in their last minute drive for 
ballots; woe to them if it swings 
.back. For the problem is now: 
"Will lloosevelt retaliate by 're-
questing' Congress to vote the 
entire burden onto the employer. 
l do not hold this up as a model 
----------------------------- er and to the national champion 
of justice of any kind, rather a 
model of politics antl the price 
for the loser. 
Old Age Security 
being sought now in the Demo-
cratic party, due to the fact that 
Farley will retire in January, 
1937, with a view of running his 
own politics for awhile. What 
with Pennsylvania going Demo-
cratic for the first time in his-
tory, we have but to look behind 
the scene there to discover what 
fiery batller achieved this as-
tounding success and we will 
have discovered the new Demo-
cratic leader; it is John L. Lewis, 
tireless A. F. of L. leader. Watch 
Although it is not generally 
known, the employees of the 
Federal Government have been 
storing up old age security for 
years on a three and a half per 
cent, fifty-fifty basis. This sys-
tem has been highly successful 
even at such a rate, and- should 
prove the worth of the Social Se-
curity Act, and prove, too, that 
it will work in America. this man and his power in the 
A new· spokesman probably is next Roosevelt regime. 
doubles team, neither award has 
been bestowed upon the same 
player nor team twice. Yes, even 
with ninepins there are "upsets." 
Now, let us "catch up" with 
auto-racing, a sport in which Sir 
Malcolm Campbell has won ev-
erything. Few existing auton10-
bile-racers have been upset; but 
one upset on the speedway fre-
quently is the last. 
Surely golf rather frequently is 
listed in the "rough" part of the 
record book. How often doesn't 
the "dull'er" with his "foozle" 
strokes defeat the professional 
with his graceful strokes? Why, 
----------------------------this happens with the best of 
rrUpsetting" A Famous 
rrUpset" Theory 
golfers. A few golfers, never-
theless, stand out in prominence 
as Hagen, Jones and Diegel. But 
even Bobby Jones, during the 
height of his brilliancy, fell his 
heart sink before he saw his putt 
sink in 1926, when defeated by 
George Von Elm. 
Football, As Compared 
To Other Sports Is 
More Stable At Pres• 
cut. " 
Sports of man are not the only 
recreations that arc stricken with 
the plague of upsets. Ask the 
turf fan if you doubt this state-
ment. It is estimated that only 
half bf the "favorites" win horse 
races. 
ball, excels it in upsets. In every 
heavyweight championship fight 
in which the title has changed 
hands - or should we say gloves 
-the dethroned fighter has been 
the favorite. And, by the way, 
upsets in prize-fighting go back, 
at least, to 1791, when Jackling Fox Hunting 
then British - and therefore Perhaps, even aristocratic Fox 
BY JACK A. JONES world - heavyweight champion, Hunting, instituted along with 
"Yes, it happened again, puny a four to one favorite, unwitting- other things by King Edward II 
DON'T BE like this cuss in' collegian! 
The biggest, most•color-
f ul dunce of the year is 
just two weeks away. 
Start saving your 
sbeckles NOW! 
POW WOW 
Hotel Gibson $2.00 a Couple 
THANKSGIVING NIGHT 
The Sword and Plume Sicerlio has beaten strong Yar- ~ga~~~·~he~?e a?s 0~~~u~a~~~:~~ ~a:~1:,1a0~d, s~::U~u~~~cst ;o cl~~t~e:~ 
mouth." "Don't bet on football .picked the composed Schmeling trapped instead of a fox-who ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
games." Thus runs the average over the slugging Louis last June knows? 
conversation after a popular or the quiet Braddock over the Also, in aquatic sports, upsets 
football te,am lost. A ruler su- loquacious Baer the previous flow. One exception, however, 
June? is Johnny Weissmuller, who alone 
preme in the mighty kingdom of has never been caught in the vi-
upsets is the role football plays La~rnsse olent waves of. upset. 
in the minds of most of us. But Lacrosse, which has recently 
. . ? degenerated into almost a "gen- Wrestling has not, as yet, dis-
1s football the kmg of upsets. tleman's game" may be free covered any "holds" with which 
What. about other .. well-known from upsets-in our interpreta- to "pin" upsets. In this profes-
spor.ts? My contention - even tion of "upset." It does happen, sion, there is but one who stands 
though our own team has recent- nevertheless, that a player's phy- out as a mighty bulwark against !Y suffered a couple of upsets- sical make-up is sometimes upset upsets-the world famous Frank 
1s that footba_ll, as compared to in thi~ game. To become serious, Gotch. 




other sports, 1s rather free from howe\ E>r we believe upsets do At the end of the list, we see 
upset~ occuu·r;;:i~ri~l~Ji;-~·~~·~m~a~tc~h~e~s~b~e~tw~e~e~n~on~e~s~p~o~1~·t:::t~l~1a~t==~is~~r~a~th~e~r~f~r~ee~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Records :: 
Paging through the record-
books - as an erstwhile wearer 
of a brown derby and popular 
statesman would urge-a page 
to baseball statistics appears. 
Look at the upsets recorded here! 
Very, very frequently a team in 
first place is defeated by the "cel-
lar occupant." In fact, a team is 
really "good" if it can win sixty 
percent of its games. For in the 
National League, in two of the 
last five pears, teams have won 
the pennant with a percentage of 
less than .600. In 1926, the St. 
Louis Cardinals with a mark of 
only .578, captured the pennant. 
Imagine a champion football team 
winn"ing only fifty-seven percent 
of its games! When the St. Louis 
Cardinals in 1934 won the Na-
tional League Pennant with a 
mark of .621 and the Detroit Ti-
gers, the American League Pe~­
nant with a mark of .656, the Ch1-
ca·go Bears· romped through the 
Professional Football L e ague 
with a mark of 1.000 and Detroit 
finished second with a mark of 
.769. Favorites have won more 
than three-fourths of those class-
ics which annually add color to 
the already sufficiently decorated. 
Rose Bowl; of the thirty-three 
W oriel Series spectacles since 
1903, only twenty have been won 
by the favored team. 
Boxing, another rival of foot-
DUKE USIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
DURHAM, N. C. 
J;-onr tel'tn8 nf cle,·en Wt'i~kR nre 
gln.!ll ench year. ThcNe nm.y he tnk· 
en conHccuth·ely (f'ru1l111,tlon in 
three und one <1t1nrter YCllr8) or 
three termN nu\Y be. tnl,en cncb 
yeur (1ernd1111thm ht four yc11n). 
The cnfr11nce rN1ttlremcntH nre lu .. 
tclllK'IHU!e,,. clrnracter tLud nt leaNt 
two yt•tU'N of college work, lncltut .. 
lng ·the Ht1bJcctlf HtJcclOed for 
Grtide A 1nedlc1tl &chools; Cilta-
logucN uml n1>1•llm1tfon forms 11m1' 
be obtnlued from the Dean. 
Copr., U. J. ltoynuhJ11 Toi.lac co CotnPNIY 
HERE'S WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO LIKE PRINCE ALBERT! P.A. IS CHOICE 
MELLOW TOBACCO- ''CRIMP CUT"FOR COOLNESS-WITH THE''BITE"REMOVED BY 
SPECIAL PROCESS. IT~ THE LARGEST-SELLING TOBACCO 
IN THE WORLD. AND SWELL FOR ''MAl<IN's• CIGARETTES. 
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuts of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellow• 
e1t, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the 
rest of the tobacco in it to ua at any time within a rnoiath from this date, al\cl 
we will refund f'uU purchase price, pf\la poatage. 
P11Nlii".iiiERT~~ 
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YOU SAID IT 
BY .JOHN FOGAR'l'Y 
THE XAVERIAN NEWS forecast the landslide proportions by which the New Deal was given the ap-
Published weekly from September probation of the nation's elecorate. Those 
to June by the students of Xavier who were writing what they thought 
University from their offices in Room knew that it was not a question of Mr. 
56, of the Biology Building. Phone Roosevelt's election but the majority that ....___; _____________ _ 
DADS INVITED 
TO ATIEND AFFAIR 
ON CAMPUS SATURDAY 
AFTERNOON JEfferson 3220. he would be accorded in regaining his HE PUTS out dough until he's broke, 
stewardship of Capitol Hill. Those who ·The stuff he takes, would others 
Subscription: Per Year $1.00 predicted a Landon victory or a close choke. 
~lombcr: Jc•ult Coll•1<0 Newopnpcr A8Mocbttlon, race were either. dissociated from the So we've one day to make him 'happy, 
Notlonnl C'oll•tr• PreH A••0 •h•tlon, 0111° Coll•ir• facts ar serving as the paid puppets of That over-worked old gent-au~ pappy. 
N•w•P•1••• A•••clntlon. some of the New Deal's bitter critics in Put a few hundred people in a rather 
DEAR DAD: Saturday is your day at Xavier. A program has been de· 
signed especially .for your. entertainment 
and we are hopeful that your Club which 
was formed during the past year will 
greatly increase 'your tur.nout at. Satur· 
day's game and that you and your son 
wiH attend every feature of the planned 
celebration which includes the best fQot-
ball game on our schedule. We know 
that your interest in Xavier a·nd in your 
son will swell the crowd and that will 
make this Dads Day celebration a mem-
orable one. 1Sincerely, the Xavier Stu· 
dent Body. 
ATJ oNAL Aov1•T1s1Na ov the bus1'ness world who seemed to resent 
•••••nNT•o """ • small ball room, three electric fans, a Na,'1onal Advert1's1'ng Service, Inc. the pol1'ce powers employed by the Ad-
Collet• Poblishr1 R•P"""1011" ministration in restoring American so- very efficient furnace, sprinkle lightly 
420 MA01soN Av£, N£w Yo•K. N. Y. with serpentine, crepe paper and damp ~~~~~~~ •• ;. 0,0&T~:.T.",,N0•AN. ··~~~~~~ ciety to equilibrium. handkerchieves, and what do you have-· 
Editor .......................................... 'VINCENT E. fl~llTll 
BuMlness 1\lnnu.ger ................................ I~Jo;o C. VOET 
j RAY~IONll ,J, KEMBLE 
Harmslng Editors: "I 'l.'ti:'il-;:~ ~. K~i'i;i!i1AN 
l'l,EONARD C. GARTNER New• Editors: ........... ~~:~A.:'~> 1,.~· 0~:J~~:i~~ 
l,JOJlN O'CONNOR copy Editors: ........... ~:~~ng~~ ti. ~mrc\?.,rAN 
S1.orh :t]dltor ...................... ROUERT :t:. CU~DllNS 
I llONAU> MIDDENDORF l"'enturc J<;dltorfl: ....... ROHERT H. JtOX 
l llARRY WJo]INGARTNEn AssJ~tnuts: ................ ,,. 1'"'1~LIX R. Slll'~I·LEY ._ ,J,\CK A. JONES 
Rla•ouT•;ns: ,John .1. Urtuler, I ... eonnrcl ,J. 
Uonlln, ,f0Ne1•h JI. l•'lsh, J<;•twnrd ,J. Gonella, Et .. 
mer .1. Oruher, Alex \\'. Heck, Cl111rlew \V. 
H111ches, JnN~t•h .}', I.ukcn, Robert ~(. ~tiller, 
,lohn A. Rynn, Edwnrd ::\I, Jb-·1111, "UIJ11m R. 
H.nNK• R1,ymond J, \\'lhmn. 
The failure of the ·Repu·blican party in THE HOMECOMING HOP: The old 
this campaign can be traced to the humil- grads came march1ng ·back home, some 
iating set-back that turned Mr. Hoover with jabs and some with only a shiny 
out of the White House. The GOP lack- pair of trousers. Rex Sullivan plus a date 
ed a leader. They waited until the last imported from Ohio Wesleyan-like U. 
minute ta roll the Landon bandw.agon. c., he was held scoreless. Pettigrew 
They were so demoralized from the 1932 high-schooling it. The chaperones did a 
results that they failed to collect their very nice piece of "chaping." Big ol' 
forces for an intensive and extensive op- Fred Nebel again took that ·big ol' ride 
position to the incumbent administration. ta Reading. Bill Russ with his "kindly THE INTERCOLLEGIATE Eng Ii sh · contest which opened two weeks ago 
offers th~ .!!tudent ample opportunity to 
exercise the powers which he came to 
college to develop. Organizati0n of ma-
terial and a pulsing interest in . aggres~ 
sive Catholicisin are requisites for· a pa-
·per that will be elig~ble to compete with 
those at 12 other institutions for a $100 
On the other hand, the Democrats were but firmly" style turned .back many a 
alert. Without approving or disapprov- would-be crasher. Freshmen ·in droves 
ing of Mr. Roosevelt's policies, it may ·be with striking, not to say odd, dance rou-
said that the New Deal has a tremendous tines-one Jack Bruder could collect on 
pulling power with the unemployed and his exhibitions. Al Howe not on1ly makes 
low-wage earners who swing the elec- very nice ·blocks and tackles but also 
tions. Any schoolboy knew that. So did dates. Ed Doyle '30, recently elected 
the managers of the GOP. state senator, there and doing a very prize. 
So when the latter met at a convention, statesman-like fandango. Seems that 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1936 they were resigned to bide their time for Joe "Dodo" Libis is suffering from per- THE GAME SATURDAY 'afternoon 
:-our more years. They looked around oxide .poisoning. What we need is a good will determine the success or failure 
fur a "goat," .someone, an unknown if ne- company which raises bushes-to beat of the season for the Xavier Musketeel'll. 
cessary, who could keep the party spirit around. Who was it said that the female After dropping two games to compara-
alive and tide its adherents over another singer with Ray Raymond's band made tively weak teams, the Crowemen have 
Democratic administration. They had her debut the same week that Dewey rallied and are· apparently set· for the 
some capable presidential timber. but took Manila? -Many a lad would be bet- Titans, who boast two all-Americans in 
they saved it for the 1940 campaign. The ter off if he realized that it isn't really Ed Palumbo and Andy Farkas. To de· 
old bosses, who will return again in '40, a sigh, but a shudder, which passes feat Detroit, the Muskies must be in top 
walked out the back door and left the through the gals when he is near. The form. A victory over this big4ime op-
young progressives to carry on. reporter who wrote that all the snow was ponent would make the season succe11-
Drivers License Law-
T
HE NEW DRIVERS' LIOENSE law 
w hioh went into effect last week rep-
resenL~ the first large-scale effort by the 
State of Ohio to reduce the number of 
accidents which have already shattered 
all previous records. Criticism has been 
levelled at the Davey administration be-
cause of his energetic attempts to bring 
Ohio out of the red through taxation. The 
drivers license law was the target for 
much of this criticism. Political chican-
ery was evidently connected with the de-
cisions affecting the distribution of the 
licenses. It is true that the fee of the 
distributor is exorbitant and t'hat in ad-
dition his qualifications in most instances 
have not been carefully considered. But 
now that the licenses have been issued, 
they should help to ):iring about what a 
majority of public-spirited citizens have 
been fighting for during the past several 
years. .. 
There can be no doubt that many of 
the cars on Ohio's highways are in the 
hands of men who are totally unfit for 
driving, mentally in some cases and phys-
ical in others. The recording of traffic 
violations on the license as well as an ac-
count of the success of the driver as a 
"merchant of death" will result in the re-
moval of the unqualified drivers from the 
State roads and the restoration of these 
roads as safe places for thinking men. 
So while we may criticize the methods 
of Gov. Davey, we cannot overlook his 
purpose. The strong arm exerted ·by city 
and State police will enforce the law 
that w.nl eventually contribute to the 
weM-being of the citizenry. 
There was also the paper which is be-
ing sued by the public for misreprese1i-
tation of the facts. The paper called 
Mrs. Simpson a lady. 
A Strange Situation-
THE CAMPAIGN WHrCH brought President Roosevelt back to Wash-
ington was unusual in many respects. It 
was ta decide whether he should put the 
brakes on government e~penditure and 
federalized .planned economy, and it de-
cided both in the negative. It was to 
hand down a verdict on the propriety of 
government as a social as well as eco-
nomic institution, and the results regis-
tered last week at the polls were wholly 
favorable to the New Deal. It was ta 
decide still another and more momentous 
question. That was government by bu-
reaucracy. It corroborated those fed-
eral branches which we identify by the· 
various letters of the alphabet, ·by the 
most one-sided vote since Georse Wash-
:ington was chosen President of the 
United States. 
That was the reason for the nomina- cleaned out of the stands for last Satur- ful. 
tion of Gov. Landon. That was the rea- day's game evidently did not sit there.. . . . 
son for. the decision of Senator Vanden- When you come rfght down to it, there THE BOOIG.OVERS Association will 
berg to step aside. The New Deal is nothing so pitiful and futile as the life I meet next Wednesday for their re1-
trumped as was expected. John Hamil- of a gold fish. Take the average gold- ular monthly social and business meet• 
tan was the joker. fish; and a scaly thing he is too. He starts ing. The. Booklo~ers afford the mothe_rs 
Proof for the spelt of the spoken word: 
President Roosevelt. 
Autumn-
AUTUMN, "SEASON of mists and . mellow fruitfulness", is again with 
us. The brief interlude, "the lull .between 
the burning heat of summer and freezing 
cold of winter is upon us and almost past. 
For a brief time we have truly a temper-
ate climate verging on neither extreme. 
Harvests of the summer are gathered and 
man and earth enjoy a brief respite ·from 
labor. and .the elements. 
Everyone who makes the slightest use 
of his powers of observation can see why 
its poets have sung of autumn from time 
immemorial. Autumn has a glory all its 
own unrivaled by the splendors of any 
other season. Summer, with its eternal 
green, winter with its white and .brown, 
neither. can rival in .beauty the ·g.lorious 
colors of autumn. Every tree has 'been 
touched by the hand of nature and re-
sponds with a play of color that defies 
the hand of the artist .that would produce 
it. 
Yet, and perhaps this adds to the quiet 
emotion autumn arouses in us, there is a 
touch of sadness in the season. The vig-
orous plants of summer that seemed able 
.fo mock the hands of death are_ gone. Au-
tumn is like a sign in the heavens that we 
have not here a lasting city. 
The Church, in harmony with the sea-
sons; celebrate in autumn the month of 
those wiho have passed from .this earth. 
She asks us to remember those who have 
completed their short span of life, and 
conspires with nature to remind us of the 
judgment that has been passed on all. 
Nevertheless in the distance hovers 
spring, with its eternal .theme of resur-
rection. What is death, what is the sad-
ness of autumn if we have this ·before us. 
-R. J. K. 
Add Similie: as afraid as the student 
about to take an examination. 
out as a little raw egg. After a while he of Xavier students the opportunity to 
becomes a very small fish who will slip maintain the close contact that should ex-
down the drain if you're not careful. For ist. between home and school. 
a long time other fish fin him around so 
much that it is all he can do to keep his 
head beneath water. People gather. round 
his .bowl and point, some even laugh. 
How would .they feel, he thinks, if he got 
all his fishy friends together and kept 
staring ·out at them? But what can a 
gold-fish do-he has to eat. And did you 
ever see a fish sneak· out to the ice-box 
for a sandwich-no you didn't. He has 
to show off his fancy strokes to the vis-
itors or he doesn't get fed. And after 
years of this what does it get him-:-noth-
ing, not even an insurance policy for his 
kids." Finally he is found floating on top 
of the water. and is thrown in the ash 
EXAMINATIONS BEGIN next Wed-nesday. They usually strike a su-
per..,phobia in the minds of most students 
who in reality have nothing to fear about 
their grades. Exams should be taken 
calmly. Excitement is not conducive to 
the concentration which is demanded to 
make a good showing in the quarterly 
tests. 
By 'DHIS TlME freshmen should be fairly well acquainted with Xavier. 
They should no longer be forced to man-
ifest their inferiority complex. 
can with an old pair of rubbers, which 
have never been anything but a couple I ... I 
of put-ons all their lives. It's a finny POET'S PLAYGROUND 
life, l'l!l tell you. Aren't you glad you're L---------------...... 
not a gold-&h, Haughey? 
Colleg~,\W orld 
BY ROBERT ·a. FOX 
A PROGRA:M of ancient melodies ex-ecuted on primitive European in-
struments is scheduled at Denison· Uni-
versity to be presented by a Young Art-
ists Group from Berlin. They will play 
harpsichords, r e cord e r s, transverse 
flutes, peasant fiddles-and other musical 
ancestors ..•• 
A Passing TJ,ought 
Hi Pop 
Glad to see you here. 
Hope you like our game 
I want to hear you cheer. 
Remember, Pop 
Today you art king. 
Have all the fun and cheer 
A college day can bring. 
Recall, Pop 
When you were juat a kid 
And used to go to school 
And all the foolish things you 
did. 
Remember, too, Pop 
About the marks you got 
And the reaction of your dad 
When he saw they weren't. so 
hot. 
Ke'ep in mind, Pop 
That I am still a lad 
And might ·e:ijoy the markl 
That you at one time had. 
So Pop, 
Nexit week I make my bid. 
"Detached observers did not, of course Our idea of courage: Gov. Landon. 
The coeds at Denison had a lively 
time last month when the men students 
made a raid on three girl dormitories, 
described by the Dean of Men as the 
"largest the school has seen in nine 
years." In other years. said he, the men 
have attempted to get in the dorms, but 
this is the first time that they have suc-
ceeded. "The raid is over,"· proclaims 
the student editor, "and whatever code 
of ethics or. morals the raid may . have 
breeched, it should be said that the at-
titude of the men, for the most part, was 
very good, both during the raid and af-
terwards. To them it · was a 1ood, al-
though questionable, way of 'lettilll off 
steam'".: ••• 
, And if !_should fail my teata 
Remember.:.-.tnat you were once 
a kid. 
ROBERT E. CUMMINS 
Oh Say 
Can You See??? 
I SEE BE THE papers, Dooley, 
-that the natives have another 
oppor.toonity to travel Tobacco 
Road. 
WeJI, if it's chewing tobackee 
they want, Hinnissey me boy, 
they can get it there. But for a 
man of deportment and good con-
duct, -as wouldn't be digging dirt 
in a ditch, it doesn't become his 
white shirt front, and it doesn't 
smoke well, even in a corn-cob. 
My Aunt Sary went to see it, and 
she doesn't even smoke. 
Did it upset her stomach? 
I think it did, but she won't 
admit it. She's charter member 
and secretary general of the So-
ciety for Inquiring into the Lives 
of Your More Afflicted Brethren. 
She read in the papers-as no 
doubt you did, Hinnissey, who be 
ever reading the papers-that it 
was a social duty, imcumbint on 
sassiety to attend and study To-
backee Street, and she took it as 
imcumbirit. There's so much more 
imcumbint on ssassiety since the 
institution of press agents, Hin-
nissey, I'm beginning to believe 
in the perpetuation of ward boss-
es. Aunt Sary said it was un· 
pleasant, but none the less a du· 
ty. From the questions that 
spurted from her long silences I 
think we can say, Hinnissey, that 
her stomach was upset. She 
wanted to know how far my vo-
cabulary of vulgarity extended 
beyond hell and damn, and in 
what company I extended it. She 
wanted to know-after a ten 
minute quiet, Hinnissey-wheth-
er I knew that just looking on 
filth and muck would bring the 
smell of a dead rat to your nos· 
trils and castor oil into your 
mouth. Then she listened for 
twenty minutes while I ixpatiat-
ed on the Communicity of the 
Rooshian democracy and the lack 
of it in our election returns. She 
wanted to know whether I went 
to the city jail and the county 
Joonatic asylum to study the type 
of bruiser I wouldn't want to be 
fondling the new beer mugs that 
R. I. P. Prohibition made neces· 
sary. And then Mamie--she's a 
bright girl, Hinnissey; and I 
think she was with her Aunt 
Sary to Tobaccee Avenoo-Mam-
ie pops in with, How many flies 
can be in the soup before it 
makes you sick? And Aunt Sary 
says, No, you mean ointment. 
And I says, I don't know; one or 
two's enough for me, but I'd 
heard that the Chinks eat rats. 
And Mamie sings out, Who's 
want to be a Chinaman? And 
Aunt Sary says, You mean Camel. 
And I says, Not me. And Aunt 
Sary says, I think you're terri-
ble. And she's crowded out of 
the parlor' by Mamie's tinkling 
laughter and a guffaw or two 
from me. And I says to Mamie, 
I'm glad you're able to laugh at 
a Chinaman that eats rats...:.. 
whether. they do or not-I don't 
think they do-but I'm glad you 
don't knit your pretty brows-over 
such Chinks. And .she looked at 
me as if I'm crazy. I don't thirik 
I am, Hinnissey. Do you? 
I don't know, Dooley. Some-
times-
Mamie's a bright girl; she'll 
figure it out. I've carried Pop 
Anson's bat too often to be 
caught napping at first. It's a 
matter of taste, Hinnessey. No-
body should hit too many foul 
balls in one game. That's bad 
taste. · Them as do it goes back 
to Altoona. The impertinence 
started in Altoona, or some such 
place, and it goes. back where. it 
can be relished. As my poet 
friend says, .you must play the 
game to satisfy the crowd or you 
lose the crowd. 
' But th,ey do get the crowd on 
Tobacco Road. It's good QoX· 
office. 
Yes, and it's good box·oftlce to 
start a fire, or: shoot· a polis of-
fisher, or unpant yourself at Fifth 
and Vine. · · · 
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COMMITTEE PLANNING DADS DAY 
Front row, left to right: Mr. 
John A. Fogarty, Captain George 
E. Wrockloff, Very Rev. President 
Dennis F. Burns, S. J., Mr. J. B. 
Moorman, Major Arthur M. Har-
per, Captain Frank Camm, Mr. 
Nicholas J. Janson. 
Second row: Mr. Harry J. Fre-
king, Mr. Arthur M. Linz, Mr. 
Bernard J. Focks, Mr. William 
Helmick, Mr. L. C. Bernens, Mr. 
Thomas E. Brown, Mr. William 
Ferguson. 
Third row: Mr. J, J. Schmidt, 
Dr. J. T. Clear,· Mr. Clem A. Voet, 
Mr. Frank X. Schaefer, Mr. 
Charles W. Schmitt, Mr. H. J. 
Bruder, Mr. B. J .. Bauman, Mr. 
Al B. Post, Mr. Paul L. Cummins. 
Fourth row: Mr. J. Zumberg, 
Mr. H. A. Heitzman. 
Top row: Mr. R. c: ·McQermott, 
Mr. R. J. Blum, Mr. L. Wehrle, 
Mr. H. M. Back, Mr. H. J, Inkrot, 
Mr. J, A. Nordmeyer, Mr. E. G. 
Harper, Mr. E. J. Kennedy. 
SHOE COMPANY 
Howard J. Phillipps, former 
business manager of The Xa ver-
ian News, is now employed at 
the United Shoe Company, in 
Norwood. 
RADIO ANNOUNCER 
Charles R. Koch has been add-
ed to the announcing sta!I of 
Radio Station WKRC. Koch is a 
members of the Class of 1936. 
New Members Frosh-Soph Hop 
I t d d Date Announced n ro uce B C . . 
In Dante Club y oinmittee 
Raymoucl J. Kemble, 
Senior Selectecl At 
Meeting; Successful 
Season Is Forecast. 
The Xavier University Dante 
Club held its first meeting this 
week, since the acceptance of 
several new members two weeks 
Alms Chosen As Scene 
For Annual Dance On 
December 11; Com· 
mittee Selectecl. 
SODALITY RESOLUTIONS I ag~fter the new me~1bers had been introduced by Leonard C. '-----------------------------'Gartner, prexy of the club, it 
December 11, Friday, has been 
set as the date for the Frosh-
Soph Hop according to the social 
calendar recently formed by the 
Social Committee. Following 
this disclosure, Ralph Kohlo!I and 
Frank Grover, sophomore and 
fresliman class presidents respec-
tively, announced the committee 
in charge of the Hop. (Editors Note: The following monetary system and its admin-resotutions were adopted at the istration. 
National Students Spiritual Lead- 14. To train themselves as lead-
ership Convention held last sum- ers and organizers of boy and 
mer in St. Louis. It is proposed girl scouts: 
that the.y be adopted by The Xa- 15. To oppose intemperance at 
vier Sodality.) social affairs. 
PLEDGED: 16. To oppose private financing 
1 L lt t th H 1 F th by international bankers of war . .oya y o e o Y , a er loans. 
a.nd his program of Cathollc Ac- 17. To oppose any efforts to 
hon. abolish the Supreme Court or to 
2. Obedience and loyalty to the curtail its essential powers · ex-
bishops. cept by proper constitutional 
3. Conscientious citizenship and amendment. 
prayer for their country. 18. To commend the govern· 
RESOLVED: ment for its efforts in. behal~ of 
was announced that Ray J. Kem· 
ble, arts senior has also been re-
ceived as a member. 
Father J, D. Usher, S. J., mod· 
era-tor of the Dante Club made a 
short address sto the members 
and expressed the hope and ex· 
pectation that this will be one of 
the most successful seasons in 
the history of the Club. 
Ed. J. Kennedy, Jr., business 
manager, announced that many 
lecture dates have been already 
filled, and all present indications 
point to a very busy season. 
REAL ESTATE 
By reason· of their positions, 
Grover and Kohloff are automat-
ically members of the committee. 
James Patton and Robert Traut· 
man, sophomores, complete the 
personnel. 
..1. To celebrate the bicentenary 
of Charles Carroll of Carrollton. 
youth and to urge their continu-
anc Hubert Hamburg, '36, is now 1:: To retain and use as an in- affiliated with the Louis W. Tuke, 
As last year, the dance will be 
held in -the Marie Antoinette 
Room of the Hotel Alms. No 
orchestra has yet been definitely 
selected by the officers supervis· 
ing the dance but the choice of 
the committee will probably be 
made known in the next issue of 
the News. 
'l'he Hop has always been a 
.traditionally popular dance. It 
is not intended for the benefit of 
freshmen and sophomore alone 
but the student body in general. 
2. To con d em n and work 
against all manifestations of class, 
international or racial hatred and 
prejudice. 
3. To express to German Cath-
olic youth their sympathy, pray-
er, and confidence in their brave 
struggle for the rights of the 
Church. 
4. To extend to Mexican Cath-
olic youth their sympathy, pray-
er, and renewed efforts to assist 
Catholic Mexico to restore Christ 
and His kingdom. 
5. To demand that the United 
States cease its meddling inter-
ference in the internal affairs of 
Mexico. 
6. To make Sodality member-
ship a privilege and an achieve-
ment. 
7. To submerge personal inter-
ests in united work for the Chris-
tian Social Order. 
8. To accept their personal re-
sponsibility for the promotion of 
the Christian Social Order. 
9. To' form an Intercollegiate 
Propaganda Committee to distri-
bute Catholic social literature, 
art and drama. 
. 10. To form writer's clubs for 
effective social propaganda. 
11. To study the model state 
constitution and model city char-
ter, and to take part in local pol-
itics and government. 
12. To study industrial, eco· 
nomic, agricultural, and monetary 
reforms, and political reforms 
guaranteeing just distribution of 
spiration the memory of Father Real Estate Company. 
Joseph Reiner, s. J. 
20. To further political, eco-
nomic, and religious justice for 
the Negro. 
21. To establish parish commit-
tees in every college, a national 
committee to promote parish loy-
alty among collegians, and per-
sonally to cooperate with their 
pastors. 
22. To study, spread the know-
ledge of, and put infri; e!Iect 
where possible Consumers' Coop· 
eratives. 
23. To take active part in pro-
moting a living wage. 
24. To work against atheistic 
communism by personal charity, 
the Corporal Works of Mercy, by 
prayer and penance. 
25. To commend and spread 
The Catholic Worker. 
27. To study and apply the 
principles of the Papal economic 
encyclicals. 
RECOMMENDED: 
1. That college Sodalities keep 
their activities on a college level 
of value and interest. 
2. That the entire faculty be in· 
terested in the Spdality's pro-
gram. 
3. That effective spiritual meet· 
ings be the heart of the Sodality. 
4. That special care be taken of 
incoming freshmen, and ·a special 
freshman Sodality be· established 
in colleges. 
JUDGE GORMAN 
On the campaign committee of 
Judge Robert N. Gorman, re-
elected to the Common Pleas 
bench :were Xavier alumni Wal· 
ter S. Schmidt and James R. 
Clark, the latter now a member 
of Council. 
A week before the Hop, the 
name of the Queen to rule over 
the affair will be publicly an-
nounced by the committee. Pres-
ident Kohloff will be her escort 
at the dance wh~re she will pre-
side as honorary guest. 
Haven't You, Heard? 
HERE'S SOME red-hot news, fel-lows. Straiqht from Northwest· 
em's Home Cominq Jamboree comes 
Chief Kirschner and his Braves to 
play for the POW WOW! 
Riqht now he's the toast of Mid-West 
Colleqes. Notre Dame, Dlinois and 
Wisconsin all say he's "tops." 
We'll qumantee his toe-tinqlinq mel· 
oclies won't let you rest. 
POW WOW 
HOTEL GmsoN 
$2.00 a Couple 
THANXSGMNG NIGHT 
Sword and Plume 
power. 
13. To study 
5. That the Sodality be the 
outstanding and most important 
our unethical organization of the college. 11!===========================!1 
One Year Ago Th.is Week: The 
Xavier Musketeers prepared for 
the close of their most successful 
football season in years as they 
pointed for their battle with 
Centenary. 
The Xaverian N·ews 
s p 0 R T s 
Three Years Ago Thia Week: The 
Haskell Indians were preparin1· 
for their ·traditional "Turkey" 
Day invasion of Xavier Stadium, 
as the Muskies trained to give 
the chiefs the works. 
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SOME OF TITAN STARS WHO WILL OPPOSE MUSKIES 
JOHN SBADA, Guard JOHN IVORY, Quarterback DAVID. CROTTY, Tackle ALEX CHESNEY, End 
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Fog ha us 
"They didn't have anybody. They I Students Meet At 7 :30 
couldn't hit a lick." Best at 
Homecoming Dance: Lag a 1 y. Near Fieldhouse For 
("Pappy"· sure played a game, so I 
it seems; He said he's going to Demonstration; R. 0. 
toast his tootsies in front of the T. C. Band To Be Pres• Schulte hearth all winter.) 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Oklahoma A. & M. was swept 
aside 46-12; Manhattan College 
Jaspers, conquerors of Kentucky, 
fell 20-0. The Duquesne Dukes 
were the next victims 14-7. Last 
Saturday, the Red and White 
continued their victory march at 
the expense of Bucknell's soph-
omores, 33-7. 
Aerial Game 
Although they have an ade-
quate running attack, most of the 
Titan victories have come as a 
result of their uncanny aerial 
game. Two of the touchdowns 
against Manhattan were scored 
on passes; two perfect aerials 
whipped Duquesne .and three of 
the five markers against Bucknell 
were via the air lanes. 
The Titans employ the Notre 
Dame shift with variations suit-
able to their style of play. Play-
ing at the right half post for the 
Dorais clan is Andy Farkas, sen-
ior half back who has been out-
standing this fall. The fleet vet-
erans is not only a shifty, danger-
ous ball carrier, but has been the 
most reliable contact man in the 
Titan air attack. It was he who 
snared the winning flips in the 
closing minutes of the Duquesne 
game. 
In Fine Fettle 
The Muskies came through the 
Wittenberg clash in fine shape 
and with the exception of Pat 
Donavan, speedy sophomore end 
who will be out for the remaind-
er of the season with a broken 
collarbone, all will be ready for 
the Titans. Although Fred Nebel, 
veteran pivot man, was not in 
uniform the early part of the 
week· due to an infection in his 
ankle, he will be in the starting 
lineup Saturday. 
They shall not pass has been 
the Muskie watch word this week 
and the practice sessions have 
been devoted mainly to pass de-
fense. The anti-air defense evi-
denced vast improvement against 
Wittenberg and the Lutherans 
were only able to connect once. 
Scouts who have seen the Ti-
tans play report that their pass 
defense is as weak as their offense 
is strong. Consequently Coach 
Crowe spent long hours shining 
his aerial wares in preparation 
for the coming of the Titans. 
Had very little difficulty this of Donavan's injury.) James Hobing, Norwood. Best ent. 
week in getting what is vulgar- Vera Sutter, Clifton, Cin. 0.: for Xavier: "The line deserves 
ly called the dope. Any number Picked Xavier. Best for Xavier: the credit this week. Howe was ----
of "I told you sos" could be Cummins. Best for Wittenberg: as close· to most of the Witten- BY BOB CUMMINS 
found who were willing to tell Wilhelm. Liked Xavier passing berg punts as the kicker himself. (Sports Editor) 
all. Also quite a number were very well. Thought Wittenberg's That first tackle of Sill's was a Hear ye! Hear ye! Come· one; 
attracted by · this department's band was "simply grand." Com- beaut. He almost beat the ball come all. The town crier cries 
fame and fought to get their plaint: Stands were full of snow. back to the runner." Best for again. About what? Why about 
opinions in-and what man can (Was very bitter about the snow. Wittenberg: Abrams, the 131 lb. the big pep rally tomorrow night. 
blame them? Here 'tis: Said that it was the wettest snow halfback. Best passer: "A red- An automobile parade and stu-
Edward Merling, Elmwood, 0.: that ever fell. We reminded her headed kid who threw a snow dent gathering! It will be co-
Picked Wittenberg. Xavier turn- of a certain snow of Dec. 16, 1934, ball from the top row and ·hit Iossa!, gigantic, - stupendous--in 
ed in best defensive game of the which, \if you recall was a good that funny looking cheer leader fact, peachy! Paint the town 
year. Passing by X especially deal wetter. Concluded interview on the head. (Which funny blue for Xavier. We're behind 
d B t f X 
· N b h g· " u socks aver the the team this w"eek-for a chanae. goo . es or av1er: eary. Y an m., o r looking one, Mr. Robing? Some 
Best for Wittenberg: Abrams. hot-dog stand to dry.) times we have a hard time get- All good Xavier fans, tried and 
(Edward shifted his quid to the Charles Wiseman, Cincinnati: ting our victims to talk, but not true for the white and blue, are 
left, brushed a bit of alfalfa off Picked Wittenberg. Kucia best this gent. He talked like a Re- expected to turn out tomorrow 
his coat and started answering. for Xavier. Xavier's canine mas- publican on November 2 or a night for the big pep rally and 
Said he didn't get to town very cot very un-mannerly. Disap- Democrat on November 4.) auto parade. Beginning at 7:30, 
often but had heard that Xavier's pointed in Wittenberg, surprised Miss Alice Bolding, Mt. Healthy. the' procession will leave the 
backs were dropping the ball as at Xavier's defensive power. Xa- Fieldhouse and proceed down-
though it had leprosy, hence his vier's outstanding weakness: Do you realize we could penalize town to the accompaniment of 
choice of Wittenberg. He never Points after touchdowns. (Mr. you fifteen yards for your last horns, cowibells, cheers, songs, 
h d f D 1 W. k 't b't b ut name-Holding? Most fellows boos and plenty of glad. even ear a remann, our co - 1seman new qm e a J a 0 don't want me fifteen yards away. 
lar ad end!) football, he said so. After watch- Is the gentleman on your right Once in the downtown district 
Harry Doyle, Covington, Ky.: ing the X boys' placement kicks your brother? No! Don't you of Cincinnati - the gray white 
Picked Xavier. Most thrilling go to the right, to the left and think Schuhmann is cute? I can't way, so to speak, the fun really 
play: Donavan's fine reception of under the goal-post, he decided see him from here.- Can you see begins. There will be cheers, 
Cummins' 30 yd. pass. (Donavan right away that X was weak in Nebel? No. (There are some more cheers and music - follow-
broke his collar-bone on this this department. He was smok- who never could see Nebel-blind ed by speeches and cheers after 
play). Best for Xavier: Howe. X ing a very vile cigar-we bor- . which t)lere will be songs and 
just getting back 'into its stride. rowed a cigarette for him.) people w~ me~n, Fre~. We did cheers. Are you all cheering. 
(This young man said that the Virgil Lagaly, Price Hill: Best not_ Pl!nal!ze Miss Holdmg, by the Don't miss it.· It will be colosaal, 
game was Wt)ll worth the car fare for Xavier on defense: Lagaly. way\~ \. stup-but we .said that already; 
from Kentucky-he hitch-hiked. Best for Xavier on offense: Lag- We !rave been accused of hav- To enter you don't have to lee 
Very enthused a·bout the work .of aly. Public Address System: ing "no music in our souls''. just your congressman, or milkman. 
Xavier's ends. Wept for three They didn't pronounce my name b~cause the persons .we 1!1ter- Simply tear off the top. of your 
minutes (E. S. T.) upon hearing right. Best for Wittenberg: viewed advocated straight J~ck- car (it saves time) and bedeck 
ets for the band. Tsk, tsk, no· JUS- it with frills and frails, stream-
tice. ers and screamers ·and truck it Musketeer Backs It was interesting to note the around to the Fieldhouse at a 
progress of th"e snowball throw- half after seven 7:30; seven thlr-
ers at the game. During the first ty or thirty minutes and a nat-
half, the long shots from the las ural. There you will receive 
row seats couldn't get the range various directions as to where to 
on the cheerleaders at all; but by go (no doubt) , and· probably a 
the time the game was over Her- couple of passengers. But don't 
man Ruff looked like he was let it bother you. Any little con-
wearing a white polka-dot uni- tribution will be gratefully re-
At Full Strength 
For "Titanic" Game 
"Roarin' " John Kop· 
rowski And Dave Snell 
Will Return Saturday; 
Ray Neary Shows Well 
Saturday for the first -time this 
year, Xavier's backfield will be 
at full strength. John Koprow-
ski, Cleveland Senior and Dave 
Snell, Erie, Sophomore, were 
back in uniform this week after 
several weeks layoff. Snell, Xa-
vier's kicking ace, has been on 
the sidelines sinqe ·the Wesleyan 
game when he received a painful 
charley horse which has kept him forin. ceived-not to mention help or 
out of uniform· for the past three Herewith and with out the assistance-succor. 
weeks. slightest bit of further ado, we The festivities are becoming 
Koprowski, former Xavier star present some definitions of foot- festive under -the auspiees of the 
ball carrier has been a mediocre ball terms gathered among the Eggs (X) · Club and they're the 
back all ye~r and has shown but weaker, and we're afraid, dumber guys tha.t can -i'.lo it. If you or 
flashes of his last year's great- sex. If you think some of these your neighbor or your neighbor's 
ness. "Roarin' John" was injur- definitions are a bit grotesque,- neighbor have not gotten your 
ed the week before the Centre you should have seen some of the auto cards, get one· from any of 
game in practice and has been gals! COACH: That which should the lettermen. We want them 
ailing since. However, Monday never be put before the horse, al- all over town. The · cards, of 
he was in uniform and appeared so do not·bot~er to loc~ t~e barn course. Get one· on .your·· car 
ready to go. The play of Roy after· that which. pulls it is gone. now! Rumor has it that the po• 
Neary who took over the right SIDELINE: A bit of chatter no lice. have been instructed to atop 
half post last Saturday was a in one's usual style, used on peo- any car without one-(wheel). 
revelation and the Cleveland ple w:10 don't matter. LATERAL Remember 7::301 Fieldhouse, 
Junior will have his hands full PASS: Crossing in front of some- parade, streamers, downtown, 
regaining his post. (Continued on Page 7) fun, frolic, just ·oodles of· glad. 
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Crowemen Crush Wittenberg Eleven 30 to 0 
s:~;;'0s":.~0;';,.~ Coaches Frosh I "What Prire Glory" I High Schoo I 
Show Improvementsln .__ _____ ___. For Student Manag·ers? Double Header 
All Departments. no reward, but a monogt•am. Re- Is R e v 1· e w e d 
"Unsung Heroes" Are ceiving none, but a monogram. 
Taking complaints from thought-
Paragons Of Ideal Stu• less and thankless players who BY JACK MACKEY 
The Musketeers came to life d S • • I S look upon him as a menial, nev-
with a decided "bang", in their ent p1r1t n upporl· er dreaming perhaps that it takes 
game with the over-rated Witten- ing Teams: plenty of the old school spirit to 
berg eleven, last Saturday after- stick it out. It isn't an enviable 
noon, showing a much improved position, but one well deserving 
brand of ball in all departments The forgotten man, the unsung of admiration and respect. 
while crushing the Lutherans un- hero, that's the manager. He Just Imagine It 
der a 30-0 score. gets no cheers. No salvos of ap- Imagine a student body com-
After plodding around in the plause greet him as he dashes on d f WI t and off the field carrying his pose o managers. rn a group 
doldrums of some very sluggish water in those cute pink cups. of . .backers for a football team 
playing for the past four weeks, He works not only during games they would make. Plenty of spir-
the Crowemen finally produced but before and after. He's there it and fidelity to burn. No one 
something of an aerial attack has ever heard a manager slur 
which, coupled with a strong at practice every day, handing a team when it's down and 
out jerseys, socks and other par-
ground offense, made them look aphernalia. He's invalu!l!ble to the things aren't clicking. A man-
more like the Musketeer machine PHIL BUCKLAW ager has too much inside to· be a 
of old. Tl'!.e Muskies, statistically team, ·but what credit does he turncoat. He knows that foot-
k , · · d d th · b t get? His name is mentioned but ball men a1·e human. He's heard spea mg, .. pro uce e1r es ,---------------. not in the press. He's often in tl1em moan fr·om the agony of a game ·of the season, running up 
a grand total of 432 yards from WHADDYATIJINK demand but never for public ap- broken limb, heard them cry out 
, pearances. He has nicknames 
scrimmage while their defense but not the kind that mother as tape is ripped off pulling skin 
held the hefty Wittenberg team 
1
1 By J, & J, Foghaus used to make. .with it. He's seen grown men 
to but 37 skimpy yards. sob broken heartedly after los-
Xavier made every quarter a Is he down? Yes he's only ing a tough game. He's even 
scoring one, chalking up one (Continued from Page 6) five feet six. Will he-He cer- seen them stumble about, eyes touchdown in the first and sec- tainly does-much to his chag- staring vacantly, out of their 
ond periods, two in the third, one by means of a mincing, side- rin. head from a blow. Knowing 
and one in the final period. They way, movement. SHOVEL PASS: For two years now, Paul Gal- these things he understands. He 
threatened to score many more A practice of those who refuse to Jagher ably assisted by Tom knows that they are human and 
· b It' d f bl fire the furnace or. won't clean Schmidt, has labored behind the can make mistakes - and he 
times ut pena ies an um es off the snow. BLOCKING BACK: 
ruined their chances of piling up One who stands in front of you scenes, faithfully, willingly, keep- sticks. It's a pity that students 
a larger tally. ing the Muskies adequately sup- everywhere haven't the spirit of 
The Muskies started the scor- at a theatre, also found on the plied with equipment. Asking a student manager. 
dance floor. BROKEN FIELD: 
ing parade before the game was A plot of ground .found in certain 
many minutes old, when Al Howe ~===========================;' broke through to block a Witten- countries frequented by earth-
berg kick in the shadow of the quakes. CLEATS: Little spikes 
on the bottom of football shoes 
Lutheran goal-posts. Farasey which hold a man up so that the 
scooped up the ball on the ten ' 
rd li · nd carried the ball othe~ team can get another crack 
ya . ne ~ . . at him. PUNT: (Two schools of 
over to give Xavier -their first thought on this.) A small, despic-
touchdown. able character, or-a word with 
loo kin' from the 
SPORTSIDE 
by Red Haughey . The. secoi_id. quarter found X~- two meanings. LINEMAN: Part 
vier marchmg 70 yard~ .to their of a group who do not bring dates 
seco.nd marker after gamu:~g pos- to dances and stand along th \:;==========================;;;;;!J 
session of the ball on their own . • . e 
thirty Aided by two Jong pass- wall m rows. LINE: Somet~mg WHEN THE DETROIT TITANS line up for 1.hc opening kickoff 
· . that every blond has; sometimes s · · d c· · t' f ·11 h ti · , 't f · es, the Big Blue paraded down to ll d "d t tt ,, TACKLE· atur ay, mcmna 1 ans w1. ave w opportu.11 y o seemg 
the 25-yard line, from where ~aab~ t~lk a f~r ge n~f;e made by the best football team to grace a local gridiron this sea3011. The Dc-
Schuhmann rammed the ball over hens. CLIPPING: a piece of pa- troiters brag of an excellent record against some of the classiest 
on buc~s good for 18 and 7 yards, per to be put in a scrap book. pigskin artists in the east. Duquesne, the team that spoiled the 
respectively. SPECTATOR: mountaineer way mighty Pitt's Rose Bowl aspirations, couldn't stop the last quarter 
Lone March of saying that a potato has spots drive which yielded two touchdowns and a victory fer 1.he Titans. 
Xavier threatened again in the on it; also, person who knows Manhattan, who licked Kentucky Saturday in spi1te of an All-Amer-
sec<ind, marching 45 yards to the more about running a ·team than ican performance by Davis and Johnson, succumbed to Coach Dorais' 
one-foot line, only to be cut short the quarterback and coach. razzle-dazzlers to the decisive tune of 20-0. Auburn nosed out De-
by the gun ending the half. SHIFT TO THE RIGHT: an trait 6-0 and Villanova pulled a Davis-Elkins to win by a lone touch-
Incidentally, in this 45-yard amending of the .wa~s. FULL- down. The Titans rate considerably bet,ter than the ambitious 
jaunt, Pat Donovan, reserve end, BAC~: a dress wluch is not c~t Kentucky Wildcats who had no trouble with the Musketeers at the 
turned .in one of the prettiest low m rear. REFEREE: A vii- . . . . . . 
catches seen in Xavier Stadium Jain who is constantly figuring begmnmg of the season. Unlike the Wtldcats, the M1ch1gan. boys 
in a long time. Running hard new reasons for stopping a game do not rely on one or. tw~ fl~shy backs, but depend on consistent 
after one of Cummins' long pass- -often gains more ground than team wo.rk and co-ordmat1on m the open style of play. They ap-
es Donovan made a spectacular any man on either team; also a pear decidedly stronger than the Crowemen on paper, and Saturday 
di~ing lunge at the ball to gath- robber, thief,· blind man or. ~ig will reveal how they add up ( !?) on the field. 
er it in before hitting the ground. so and so. GUARD: somethmg x:--"-----
He .was hurt on the play, how- attached to the end of a fender. XAVIER FANS ARE dependin·g on the great' psycbological 
ever, sustaining a broken collar- R.EVERSE: a gear on an automo- advantage which the Musketeers enjoy, and are hoping for 
bone injury which is expected to bile. PUBLIC ADDRESS S~S- a favorable smile from !Lady Luck. It seems that whenever a 
keep him out of play for the rest TE~: not to ~e confused Wlth Xavier rteam sees a. "big-time" opponent run into Xavier Sta.-
of the season. nudism - public undress system. 
Xavier added two more scores END: part of cow from which dium the boys go into a fit, start chewing each other's ears, 
in the third period on a 50-yard beef is taken;. also. part of rope stomping the .ground, glaring at the eoacb, and behaving like a 
jaunt by Bob Cummins and a held when JUmpmg rope, as floek of ringers 1run in from Longview. They don't like being 
sustained march of 75 yards to children say "no ~nder!" "T" underdogs and they determine to get on top. They'll allow 
run the score to 24-0, After Bill F10RMATION: gathermg of wo- Centre and West Virginia 1Wesleyan: and otller teams in their 
Russ had 'fallen on· a Wittenberg men for purpose of drinking tea own class to bowl them over, but they won't stand for any 
blocked punt in mid-field shortly and talking about. lady across the of this "outclass Xavier" stuff. A look in the record books, 
after the opening of the quarter, street. Results m one of the using .Xavier as a pivot for comparing scores, will reveal In-
Cummins broke off left tackle, following: (1) cold supper for diana, Carnegie Tech, Kentucky, iMississippi State and other 
and behind perfect interference, hubby; (2) late supper for hub- top ranking teams about six points better than Siwash, Mildew, 
raced fifty yards for the touch- by; <3) no supper for hubby. and Knox. Since Wiethe and Wilging and'their comrades i;tart-
down. 'l'he Muskies came right John Fogarty, Jlm Hausmann. ed the habit in 1933,' the Musketeers have given the public big 
back to score again, taking the time football whenever big time opponents came to Xavie1· with 
Lutheran· kickoff and advancing the ball inside the Xavier 30- a. ehip on: their shoulder. Supporters of the Blue and -White 
the pigskin, mainly through off- yard stripe. Their defense was t 
tackle th~usts and laterals, do.wn nothing to speak of, especially in are expecting to see tradition carry on this Saturday, and ~ 's 
BY BOB CUMMINS 
(Sports Editor) 
We dropped in Sunday on the 
high school double-header at 
Corcoran Field, and saw two fine 
ball games played before the big-
gest crowd to enter the Xavier 
stadium this year. 
When one sees four teams in 
action in one day. it is pretty dif-
ficult to refr.ain from making 
comparisons. Since we are only 
human, we should like to make 
a few pertinent observations. 
Our nomination for the best 
coached team is Roger Bacon. 
Al though the Spartans fell before 
the deceptive attack of Eider's 
champions, they were the smart-
est looking club on the field all 
day. Their shifting was snappy 
and precise; they played smart, 
heads up ball throughout, and 
they displayed a variety of for-
mations - somewhat similar to 
those of the Musketeers. 
Bacon: Band 
Bacon aiso had the class of the 
musical units. Well drilled and 
strikingly attired, the Brown and 
White went through their drill, 
spelling out Bacon and Elder pre-
cisely and without a hitch. The 
Spartan band was one of the fin-
est we have seen and could hold 
their own against any college 
band in this vicinity. 
Eider's drum major introduced 
a striking novelty when he pro-
ceeded down the field twirling 
two batons - a feat which we 
have never seen before and 
which the lad did very adeptly-
in fact without baton an eye. 
Jn closing we should like to 
nominate as outstanding players, 
the Xavier High guards, Hart and 
Hannah 
·~·1-11-..,11~~1-..~i...i1994~.-. I Attention Frosh! 
Limber up your dancing 
shoes and get your date 
early, the Pow Wow is just 
two weeks off. 
For 14 years has been the 
highlight of the autumnal 
social season. · 
A dance replete with novel 
decorations, mellow music, 
noise-makers, souvenirs and 
a thousand surprises. 
Ask the upper-classmen, 
They'll tell you your year 
is incomplete if you miss Ute 
t
i 
1 POWWOW I THANKSGIVING NIGHT Informal 
I $2.00 a Couple Hotel Gibson I Given by Sword and Plume 
•!•11~1-1-11.-11_1_1.-,.1--~I 
to the W1tte~berg 25-yard stripe .. the last two quarters, when their n·ot a bad bet that It will. 
Farasey carried the ball to the line took a terrific pounding from 
15-yard line around the right end, frequent Musketeer onslaughts. 
and on t~e .next play carried the The bright light of the after-
x ~Ill II Ill 111111111111111111111111111111111111 ! -.. 
THERE'LL BE l"LENTY of action regardless of who wins and by --===~~===-: ===~-_=====_ 
.ball over for the touchdown. noon was the play of sophomore 
Series Of Runs Al Howe. Besides being a pow-
The Musketeers made their last er on the offense, Howe was su-
touchdown of the day in the fin- perb in defensive play. T0wice he 
al quarter on a series of long blocked punts which were instru-
runs by Farasey, Cummins and mental in giving Xavier the ball 
Neary, the latter carrying the in scoring position; twice he re-
ball over on a 37-yard run, to covered fumbles made by the 
make the final score 30-0. Muskie· backfield and, in general, 
Wittenberg did little all after- played a i;reat. all-around i;ame, 
noon in the way of offensive play, to. make his side of the !me a 
riot .even being . able to advance tower of str~ngth all afternoon. 
what score. The Titans are fast and deceptive; they tlon't Class '29 
hesitate to take to the air, in fact, they consider a running play "C:lllP" CAIN 
more of a gamble than a pasS. The Muskies will find it necessary 
to open up in order to gain ground. Laterals, long and short passes, PONY KEG 
end runs and everything in 'the books will be mixed up by each 
eleven. Dry ground will mean a lot to the Crowemen, as speedy 3554 Montgomery Rd. 
running is their best offensive.' Rushing the passer will be the main E EVANSTON E 
duty of the linemen, while the secondary defense will have to be alert : 5 
for anything from a line buck to a Jong forward. Picking the win- :Champagne Wint!l'§ 
ner isn't as easy as records 'indicate. The Titans will be looking S 5 
for a set-up; maybe they'll find one. And maybe they'll run into iWe Deliver JE. 9454§ 
the same dynamite that Major Sasse's boys met last year, n llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllii 
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Cadets R • d Corps Area Headquarters which I e stated that all Military organiza-
tion in this vicinity should take 
A . t • e part in the parade. rm I s I c Since all the vehicles are new, 
latest-model types the unit was R e v i e w one. of the nattiest in the entire 
Co~ncil Will 
Co-Operate With 
Graduate Frat In 
Day review. 
The entire Co):'ps put in a (Continued from Page 1) 
strenuous drill week in prepara- particular group will be listed 
tion for the review scheduled in periodically as "members in good 
connection with the Dad's Day standing." 
celebration, Saturday. This Re· In addition to this supervision, 
Impress Before Great view is to become a fix;ture of the the Council will demand a record 
Military schedule in future years. of all minutes and business trans-
Throng In Parade. · First Sergeant Robert Meyer will acted at every meeting of recog-
act as Battalion Commander for nized campus organizations, a.nd 
the review. will keep them in a file maintain· 
Uniformed Battalion 
And R. 0. T. C. Band 
Xavier's R. 0. T. C. field Ar- Preparations for the Military ed by the President of the Coun· 
tille~y unit was present.ea to. the Ball also were advanced. Several cil in the Registrar's office. 
public f?r !he first ti!Ile smce ,ball rooms and orchestras are The meeting adjourned after a 
the . dedicatwn . c~remomes Sept. under consideration by the Com- report by the Committee on Nov-
16, m the Armistice day parade, mittee and a date for the affair elties announced that the sale of 
yesterday. Over oi:ie . hund7ed will be set within a short time. Xavier · badges and novelties 
members of the um:, mcludmg It is planned that cadets will would go on sale at the Xavier· 
the !:>and, took part m the cele- wear their regulation uniform, Detroit game November 14. 
bration. b ft t' h't h' t f th I Th C d'd t h b t su s 1 u mg w 1 e s 1r s or e Frank Grover, recently e ected 
d e. 
0thrps t 1 kno mard~ g ut khaki. In other institutions the President of the Freshman Class, 
ro e m e rue s accor m o MTt B 11 · th 1 t' f t . d 1 1 ary a 1s one of the out- Frank Duda, Freshman represen· \ re~1f ~~ns 0 . a ~o 0[1~~ standing social events of the year tative iri the Council, and Jim 
Cuni · . e tehqmpmend 
0 re and the Committee hopes the Farasey, new Senior representa· 
. orps was m e para e, ope • ·n b t f x · · f 11 · d d 
ated by cadets. Participation in same w1 e rue o av1er. t1ve, we:e orma y mtro uce 
the demonstration was on a vol· by President Joe Kruse. 
unteer basis. The group assem· FffiE CHIEF SAYS 
bled at the Field House Head· ----
quarters at 9:00 A. M., and were Says the Fire Chief of Seattle: 
driven down town to the start- "In two years, thirty-seven false 
ing point, assembling with other alarm~ were rung from one box 
units to form the parade. Xa· in the fraternity and sorority dis· 
vier's participation was accord· trict of the University of Wash· 
ing to order received from Fifth ington." 
BOOKS AND MEN 
The hound of the book thieves 
is the New York Public Library 
which recently returned an old 
German Emigrant book to the 
University of Indiana. 
Cincinnati is not unassociated,en from the Library of Congress 
with the profession. Twenty-three and purchased by a concern here 
books are said to have been stol- for which it now stands charged. 
Be A Sport, D'!-d! 
POW WOW FACTS 
Given by The Order Of 
Sword and Plume 
Thanksgiving Night 
Hotel Gibson 
Informal $2.00 a Couple 
Chief Kirschner 
And His Orchestra 
Remember how you 
lWO•Stepped and waltz. 
ed at the Town Hall 
in the "good old 
days"? How you look· 
ed forward to swing• 
ing your partner at the 
Harvest Barn Dance? 
Well, your son is anx· 
iously awaiting t h e 
Pow Wow Thank11glv· 
ing Night. 'Really, Dad, 
for fourteen yean thi11 
dance has been the 
most colorful fun·fe11t 
of the year. 
Be a real pal. Tell him 
to get his date right 
away 'cause you'll slip 
him the two huck11 to 
get in. 
POW WOW 
is n~ higher standard 
of tobacco quality than the 
Chesterfield standard. 
